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Welcome
VU.CITY have matured into a leading platform supporting the 
development of smarter cities. Serving thousands of users by 
facilitating an effective and seamless evaluation of their architectural 
and urban design in a high fidelity and versatile 3D environment.



These brand guidelines help us amplify VU.CITY's impact across all 
strategic touchpoints. Broadening the reach of our brand, visual 
identity and tone of voice, to educate, inform and progress in our 
vision of creating the best possible city for all.



We are grateful to have your support in our vision.
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What do we stand for

To Create the best possible city for all

BRAND PURPOSE

To provide a platform where all 
stakeholders can collaborate to change 
the built environment for the better, 
through a universal understanding of 
what is being proposed and why.

VISION
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Our mission statement

To delivering a platform that enables 
collaboration, communication and better 
decision making.






THE LOGO
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Our logo is born from a visual 
metaphor: the city, seen through our 
eyes, delivering the ingenious and 
charismatic meaning of our brand 
name onomatopoeia (VU-view). 


The design capitalises on the visual 
clue of the geometry of a building 
projected and embedded within VU 
with harmonious and memorable 
simplicity. 

MEANING
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DARK BLUE

Our logo exists simultaneously in two 
ways; as a monogram, and a word-
mark, allowing for greater flexibility 
across all collateral and media.



The monogram can be used in 
isolation only when it’s unequivocally 
explicit that it belongs to the VU.CITY 
brand. For example, on our website, or 
a social post on our channels, but, for 
example, not in an isolated marketing 
communication unless the VU.CITY 
logo is also present.

MONOGRAM
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THE LOGO



Avoid interjecting the exclusion zone 
around the logo with any graphic, logos 
or shapes.

EXCLUSION ZONE  
AND MINIMUM DIMENSIONS
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THE LOGO



The logo can be use over any 
background,  only if retaining a 
comfortable visibility.  

To accommodate its use over light 
and dark backgrounds, the logo and 
monogram exist in both white and 
dark blue versions.

BACKGROUNDS
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THE LOGO



CORE COLOURS

The logo colours are defined by our 
core palette and come in two versions; 
‘dark blue’ and ‘white’. 



Always select the version that more 
effectively supports the logo readability 
related to the background.



MONOTONE VERSIONS 
can be used when credibility can be 
otherwise compromised, for example, 
when used as video watermark.

USE OF COLOUR

HEX 203347

RGB 32 51 71

DARK BLUE VERSION WHITE VERSION

HEX 60C8E7

RGB 96 200 231

HEX 4C7BAA

RGB 76 123 170
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THE LOGO



In addition to the core colours and 
monotone versions of the brand, this 
gradient option can be used to 
emphasize the geometrical depth of 
the 'building' contained in the 
monogram.

 GRADIENT VARIATION
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THE LOGO



The monogram can be cropped for 
compositional purposes by bleeding 
off the right edge of the composition, 
to the second vertical bar of the “U” as 
shown here.

SPECIAL USES 
CROPPED MONOGRAM
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THE LOGO



The monogram can be used as part of, 
and/or, embedded in illustrations. In 
those circumstances, the use of 
overlay effects and hiding portions of 
the monogram is allowed. 

SPECIAL USES

MONOGRAM ON ILLUSTRATIONS
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THE LOGO



The logo can be used as a pattern 
while preserving its exclusion zone 
area and its approved used of colours, 
with the exception of Tint 03 (E1E1E3) 
which can be used for the logo when 
use over white or off-white 
backgrounds.

SPECIAL USES

PATTERNS
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THE LOGO



Our strapline is "THE BEST POSSIBLE 
CITY FOR ALL". It symbolizes the 
fundamental value at the core of what 
we do, to help cities to be the best 
possible place for people and 
civilization to flourish.



Our strapline can be used in isolation 
as a tile, as part of a narrative, or in 
conjunction to our logo.

STRAPLINE

THE BEST 
POSSIBLE CITY 
FOR ALL
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THE LOGO



The strapline, when associated to our 
logo, can be used in two ways, the full 
length of the logo, or in its small 
version, as shown. Use either option 
depending on compositional needs but 
always ensure full and comfortable 
readability of the strapline.

STRAPLINE
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THE LOGO



If the display of the register mark is 
necessary, it can be used as per the 
provided design and can be displayed 
on all versions of the logo following the 
same rules.



If being used at a very small size, a 
special version can be used to ensure 
readability.

REGISTER MARK
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SMALL SIZE VERSION

EXCLUSION ZONE

THE LOGO



VU.CITY co-brands can be created 
following these instructions.
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CO-BRANDS

Alata Font

THE LOGO



COLOURS



DARK BLUE

BRIGHT BLUE

HEX 203347

RGB 32 51 71

CMYK 91 71 46 48

HEX 60C8E7

RGB 96 200 231

CMYK 59 0 8 0

MID BLUE HEX 4C7BAA

RGB 76 123 170

CMYK 74 45 15 2

OFF WHITE HEX FAFAFA

LIGHT BLUE


HEX D6F1FA


RGB 214 241 250


CMYK 19 0 3 0

YELLOW SHADOW


HEX DFB536


RGB 223 181 54


CMYK 14 27 87 3

MID BLUE


HEX A1DFF2


RGB 161 223 242


CMYK 40 0 6 0

YELLOW


HEX FFD040


RGB 255 208 64


CMYK 0 19 80 0

BLUE


HEX 3277C3


RGB 50 119 195


CMYK 80 48 0 0

SUNSHINE


HEX F2D184


RGB 242 209 132


CMYK 6 18 56 0

RGB 250 250 250

CMYK 2 1 2 0

CORE COLOURS 
Dark, Mid and Bright Blues are 
VU.CITY’s core colours, followed by Off 
White and White.

Our core and secondary colour

palette has been chosen to ensure

that we communicate our brand 
message consistently across all

communications in all media.

Always use one of these core colours 
as the dominant colour whenever you 
commission or create brand 
communications.



SECONDARY COLOURS

Light Blue, Mid Blue and Blue, Yellow, 
Yellow Sunshine and Yellow Shadow 
are our secondary colours. They 
complement our primary colours 
extending the palette into more lively 
tones and incorporate the yellows from 
our other key colour on our platform. 
They are not to be overused but to 
accentuate messages and balance 
compositions as well as main 
complement colours on illustrations.
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COLOURS



TINTS  AND  ALERTS
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Tints can be used on typography, 
backgrounds, framing content, and any 
other circumstance where they  
complement our primary and 
secondary colours.  

Alert colours are used for notifications 
and alerts in addition to the primary 
and secondary colours.



The Blue Tints pallet complements the 
Main Tints whenever appropriate or 
necessary.



All specific values for these colours 
can be found at the VU-ATOMS design 
system.
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TYPOGRAPHY & 
TONE OF VOICE



Our primary typeface is ALATA and is 
to be used on all headlines and sub 
headlines when possible.



Our secondary typeface is Roboto. We 
use it in four weights: Regular, Medium, 
Bold and Light, inclusive of italics when 
appropriate.



These fonts are available as part of the 
Google Fonts set.
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ALATA

Roboto Regular Roboto Italic

Roboto Medium

Roboto Bold

Roboto Medium Italic

Roboto Bold Italic

Roboto Light Roboto Light Italic

TYPOGRAPHY



THE SHAPE



'The shape' is a visual gadget for the 
brand that can be widely used to 
balance compositions and 
emphasise attention. It is inspired by 
the geometries of buildings while 
simultaneously portraying a dynamic 
layout that speaks about the growth 
and evolution of our cities.



There are no specific restrictions on 
its use regarding orientation, while 
we encourage the use of those 
shown here.
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INTRODUCTION
THE SHAPE



The shape can be cropped for 
compositional purposes, but only 
when the crop is defined by the 
edges of the given layout.



There are no specific restrictions on 
its use regarding orientation, while 
we encourage the use of those 
shown here.
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USES — CROPS
THE SHAPE



In these two examples, 'the shape' 
performs two different roles.  
In the first case it helps us emphasise 
the title, in the second example it adds 
visual character to the composition.

DISCOVER VU.CITY
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The Whitehouse, Belvedere Rd, South Bank,

London SE1 8GA

+44 (0) 203 889 7030

info@vu.city

Yes, I would like to receive VU.CITY info & news

This site is protected by reCAPTCHA and the

Google Privacy Policy and Terms of Service apply.

Email

USES — EXAMPLES
THE SHAPE



The shape can also be used to create 
regular or irregular patters.
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PATTERNS
THE SHAPE



Single angled shapes can also be used 
for compositional purposes with no 
particular restriction on their shapes as 
far as they follow all other rules defined 
on these guidelines.
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ANGLES
THE SHAPE



ICONOGRAPHY



We use icons to support the delivery of 
our messages and the functionalities 
of our products.



We have created different sets of icons 
for different topics and purposes. Each 
with their own self-consistent style, 
while simultaneously visually 
consistent with all other sets.

These sets can be used across all our 
communications and platform, and 
serve as a reference for the creation of 
any new iconography.



To ensure consistency of style, notice 
the use of isometric or eye-level 
illustrations on the different sets, the 
use of the brand palette of colours, the 
consistency of styles and the regularity 
of the use of a library of graphics such 
as buildings. All these assets are 
available at our VU-ATOMS design 
system.

CITIES

FUNCTIONS

DEPARTMENTS

BENEFITSFEATURES
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INTRODUCTION
ICONOGRAPHY



ICONS

The feature icons recreate the 
functions and capabilities of the 
VU.CITY platform. Whenever possible, 
they mimic the visual and functional 
appearance of the features they 
represent.



These can be used on any 
communication referencing the 
platform features and must be used  
as a base for the creation of any 
additional icons. 
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BUILD DEVELOPMENTSCOVERAGE & ACCURACY

PROTECTED VIEWS

MICRO-CLIMATE

ACCURATE VISUAL 
REPRESENTATIONS

DATA LAYERS

TAGS ZONE OF THEORETICAL 
VISIBILITY

VIEW

MEASURE HEIGHTS

ANALYSE IDENTIFY

GEOLOCATE

HUB SECURE SHARING

VIRTUAL REALITY

FEATURES



The 'benefits' icons support the 
communication of the values of our 
platform and services, and how they 
can effectively serve our existing and 
prospective users.



They tend to be more symbolic, 
representing more abstract concepts 
and are created with two purposes in 
mind: simplicity in supporting 
delivering our messages, and empathy, 
through warm and friendly concepts, 
graphics and colours.
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DISCOVER 
SITE OPPORTUNITIES

GET THE BEST

OUTCOME

INCREASE DESIGN 
CERTAINTY

EASE OF INFORMATION 
GATHERING

STANDARDIZED

DECISION MAKING

WIN WORK

SPEED UP PLANNING SALE OR LEASE 
DEVELOPMENTS 

EARLIER

TIME AND COST 
EFFECTIVENESS

ICONS
BENEFITS



This set of icons are a variation of 
some of the feature icons with a focus 
on introducing some of the key 
city-specific features.
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15 million + trees

accurate to height & 

canopy width


2,600+ sq km 

accurate to 15 cm


123 data layers Many interactive design 
and planning tools


ICONS
CITY INTROS



The 'city icons' are to be used when 
listing and referring to the cities 
serviced by our platform either on 
communications or as functional 
elements within our platform.

They incorporate cultural and 
architectural icons of each city.
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ICONS
CITY



Created to support interactions and 
deliver instructions, these icons are 
created with simplicity and 
effectiveness in mind. Flat, scalable  
to small sizes, distinguishable,  
and explicit.
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ICONS
FUNCTIONAL



A family of icons designed to 
represent our own internal 
departments and their functions 
with symbolic and friendly visuals.
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Sales

VU.CITY+

Product

HRCustomer success

Scrum master

Development Data

Support Services

Technical support

Modelling

Marketing

ICONS
TEAMS



Family of icons designed to represent 
our values with uplifting playfulness.
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Share the 
adventure

Be open to 
inspiration

Engage 
courageously

Do what the 
situation calls for

Consciously 
improve

“Leave it 
with me”

ICONS
OUR VALUES



These icons designed for our 
Knowledge Base interface are a 
reference regarding how to re-use 
graphics and styles from our design 
system to create new set of icons.

Cloud Install and setup User guide

Models 101 FAQ
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ICONS
KNOWLEDGE BASE



ILLUSTRATIONS



Illustrations can be widely used across 
our communications both to support 
the delivery of our messages, and for 
brand equity. They help build the 
consistency or our visual language and 
our brand values.
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INTRODUCTION
ILLUSTRATIONS



These illustrations are key supporters 
of our brand visual universe. They exist 
in two ways. Generic, mixing 
architectural landmarks from different 
cities covered by VU.CITY and city-
specific, representative of the 
architecture of a given city. They can 
both, respectively, be widely used 
across all our communications and on 
those relative to particular cities.



They are created using isometric 
representations of iconic architecture 
in conjunction with the yellow and blue 
building shapes from our platform and 
semi-real trees and clouds as shown 
here. These can be also combined with 
the 'VU' element of our logo, using, in 
all cases, the colours defined by this 
guide's colours palette.



All referential assets for the creation  
of new graphics are available in our  
VU-ATOMS design system.
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ILLUSTRATIONS

BELFASTLONDON

GENERIC

CITY



When presenting our platform features 
as illustrations the set on this page and 
the next can be used for a more 
detailed showcase of their functions. 
They are inspired stylistically by and 
share graphics as found in the features 
icons, but with a more generous use of 
space.
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ILLUSTRATIONS
FEATURES
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ILLUSTRATIONS

FEATURES



When creating illustrations to 
communicate specific events or 
marketing initiatives we can mix 
illustration and photography.  
In the pursuit of visually striking and 
meaningful compositions, we include 
the human element at the core of our 
vision of creating the best possible 
city for all.
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ILLUSTRATIONS
COLLATERAL
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THE BEST 
POSSIBLE CITY 
FOR ALL

ILLUSTRATIONS

ILLUSTRATION
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ILLUSTRATIONS

ILLUSTRATION



PHOTOGRAPHY 

& PLATFORM EXPORTS



When using photography, source 
images that celebrate architecture and 
cities with sophistication and 
character. Avoid compositions that are 
bland or stereotypical. Embrace 
emotions in camera angles, use of 
light, colours, and locations.
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ARCHITECTURE
PHOTOGRAPHY



Remember, we work to create the best 
possible city for all, people are at the 
heart of cities and we embrace this 
symbiosis in our vision.
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PEOPLE
PHOTOGRAPHY



Photography can be combined with the 
other elements of the brand following 
the rules established for each in these 
guidelines.
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APPLICATIONS
PHOTOGRAPHY
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APPLICATIONS

PHOTOGRAPHY



Exports from the platform can be a 
wonderful visual source to support our 
communications. Beyond showcasing 
specific features, they can also be 
widely used for aesthetics purposes in 
a double function of showcasing our 
product and providing visual 
background and context to our 
communication. 



When using exports from the platform 
for marketing purposes, some subtle 
enhancement of the images is allowed, 
as long as it does not modify the 
original nature of the geometry in the 
image.
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EXPORTS
PHOTOGRAPHY



Exports from the platform can be 
combined with the other elements 
of the brand following the rules 
established for each in these 
guidelines.
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EXPORTS
PHOTOGRAPHY



HOW TO USE

THIS BRAND BOOK



One of the many aspects that make a 
successful brand is consistency. 
Following these guidelines supports 
our brand awareness and recognition. 
These guidelines are not created to 
limit our creativity, but as a framework 
not to deviate from our core brand 
vision. Please follow the rules 
established here, but be brave to 
explore within their boundaries.



To facilitate the use of the brand 
design system, keep part of a family, 
and to make the creation of new 
content easier, we have created a set 
of templates, assets and references to 
use when creating new content. You 
will find all those resources here.



Please remember, before releasing new 
content share and validate with the 
Marketing and Brand team. We are 
here to help.

Design and 
marketing support
For additional information, assets  
and support please contact:

info@vu.city

VU-ATOMS Design System

Icons and Illustration Library

Go to VU-ATOMS

Go to Icons and Illustrations
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Presentation Decks Library
Go to Presentation Decks

Video Templates

Index of files, templates and resources

Go to Video Templates

Go to Index

USING THIS 
GUIDELINES

https://www.figma.com/file/qtN4zjxc6bK8oxDm0nI51U/VU-ATOMS?node-id=5%3A0
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1I-fxoOOvkmSjUjnmbP8GCVtN8Hb2Zabb?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1v8cfY4k-iJALsvbAnCxge7aMugTbqrmK?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/16Kced99gVSrW8UJAVdlg69psOBV76tbI?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1baYVXTZlpRBJCcIebscOZlBTLAIAnlhY?usp=sharing


© VU.CITY   I     THE BEST POSSIBLE CITY FOR ALL


